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About Us: Regional Campuses



Moving Online? Take a Librarian

Initiative/Issue

• Transforming aspects of in-person instruction to a virtual environment

Rationale and Purpose
• Flipped learning and asynchronous content

o More class time for questions and in-depth engagement

o Pre-class activities mirror previous in-person group activities

Exploration
• How two regional campuses maximized this transition



Our First-Year Programs, Before
Greensburg
Each section of Freshman Cornerstone had two library sessions.

Group activities were the focus

• keyword/topic development

• database and catalog searches

• citation creation

Librarians also explained ways to get research help and other services.



First Year Group 
Work at Greensburg



Our First-Year Programs, Before

Bradford

Collaboration with Freshman Seminar faculty

• FS Library Guide (LibGuide) reflects common reader.

• In-class presentations address problematic topics noted in previous 
course surveys and faculty feedback.



First Year 
Work

at Bradford



'Because 2020'

March 2020:

• Quick pivot to working online and teaching remotely

Summer 2020:
• University switches to Canvas from Blackboard

• Library system implements a new online catalog

• Redesigned library websites launch

August 2020:

• Fall term begins -- a week earlier than usual



Flipped Tutorials – WHAT and why

Flipped tutorials are learning modules completed by students before a 
library instruction session.

Greensburg created citation and keyword activities.
• These activities and short videos were part of a Canvas module shared with 

instructors.

Bradford utilized the Freshman Seminar LibGuide and common 
reader as flipped resources.

• Also posted tutorials (research processes) and Zoom instruction sessions 
within faculty Canvas sites.



Flipped Tutorials – what and WHY

✓ Encourage active learning & collaboration.

✓ Allow greater depth of instruction: meaningful to students.

✓Well suited to online environment.

✓ Enable repeated review of recorded materials.

✓ Address varying student schedules.



✓ Acknowledge & encourage increasing independence of emerging 
young adults in managing their learning.

Andragogy

Pedagogy



Bridging Learning Levels: Flipped Learning

Bridges developmental phases.

Supports independence :Time management & planning.

Provides extrinsic motivation: adolescents.

Encourages organization skills.

Provides context for in-session work.

Offers explicit, didactic instruction.



Bridging Learning Levels: Flipped Learning continued

Provides structure, timeline, due date.

Offering personal choice especially helpful:
differences in experience.

Learner-centered approach; yet teacher-driven.

Problem-centered for efficiency and meaningful work.

Teacher as facilitator.

Encourages self-assessment.



First-Year Programs: Why Librarians?

FYE collaborations with librarians:

• Demonstrate the support network available across campus units

• Introduce students to people and services they will need, and 
provide context on how they can help

• Connect first-year students to resources they may not know to 
seek out
• Young adult students may not have had a high school library or librarian

• Transfer students or adults returning to the classroom can benefit from 
instruction on the academic resources available to them online



First Year
Flipped Tutorials

Greensburg



Fall 2020 Feedback: Survey Says...

Greensburg first-year & transfer student survey responses

• 98%: information shared in class and tutorials will be helpful.

• "All topics I had questions about were answered."

• "I enjoyed the citation information that was provided to us."

• "Everything I was hoping for was covered (mostly about citations)."



First Year
Flipped Tutorials

Bradford



Moving Forward

Keep flipped tutorials - Greensburg
• Allow us more time to explore information literacy topics with students.

• "I really like that there are pre-class activities." - instructor

Keep LibGuide & tutorials; add more flipped experiences -
Bradford

• Add more research process tutorials to faculty Canvas sites.

• Record instruction sessions for preview and review by students.

• Add links for tutorials to Freshman Seminar Tool Kit.



Moving Forward continued

Online learning

• Make use of investment in technology.

• Address evolving culture in higher education.

• Satisfy student expectations for flexibility.

• Provide age-appropriate learning experiences.

• Enable deeper learning to occur.
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Questions? 
Contact Us!

Catherine Baldwin cab137@pitt.edu

Renee Kiner reneekiner@pitt.edu
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